Name:

Date:

Determiners
I have a lot of grapes.

I have a few grapes.

uncountable

countable

There is …

There are …

rice

grapes

a few

…

grapes

a little

rice

a lot of (plenty of)

…

Fill in the blanks with

a few

a little

1.There is __________________________ meat on the plate.
2.There are _______________________ cherries in the bowl.
3.The boy eats _________________ vegetables.
4.The girl eats ___________________ rice for dinner.
5.I have _______________ bread and __________________ milk for a breakfast.
6.There are __________________________ carrots in the stone.
7.There is _____________________________ water in the glass.
a few

H e a

a little

l

t

h

a lot of

T i

p s

1.

We need to eat __________________ fruit.

2.

We can eat _____________________ sweet food.

3.

We need to eat __________________ rice.

4.

We can eat ______________________ meat.

5.

We can drink ____________________ canned drinks.
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Name:

Date:

More on determiners (1)
Determiners
a few
many
a lot of
some
any

Usage
used with countable nouns
“many” is often used after “so” or “too”
used with both countable and
uncountable nouns
used in negative sentences or in
questions

Exercise
A.Look at the pictures below and underline the correct words. Then
match each sentence to the correct picture.
1.They were very happy because they sold

(many, any, a few) jackets at the fun fair.
2.Do you have (many, any, a lot of) pens or
pencils that I could borrow? I forgot to bring
mine.
3.He will ﬁnish the book soon. He has only (a
lot of, any, a few) pages left.
4.Bob has (a lot of, any, a few) stamps. I am
sure he can give you some.
5.Ben likes to go ﬁshing in the river near his
home because there are (a few, any, a lot of)
ﬁsh there.
6.Olivia likes to eat (many, any, a few) types
of food.
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Name:

Date:

More examples
He has only a few toys.
I received many toys at my party.

I have some old toys to donate to charity.
Do you have any toys?

There are a lot of toys on the ﬂoor.
B. Fill in the blanks with the correct words.
1.There were so __________________ boxes in the warehouse that they
blocked the entrance.
2.Sally was worried because many people were coming for the party but she
only had ___________________ packs of potato chips.
3.Do you have _________________ pets at home? Yes, I have a dog.
4.Mother asked Jane to buy ___________________ fruits for dinner.
5.There were ______________________ ﬂowers inside
her house. It looked like a ﬂower shop.
C. Read the story below and ﬁll in the blanks with the correct words.
Father:Sam, can you go to the market and buy some things for me?
Sam:Of course, Father. What would you like me to buy?
Father:We don’t’ have 1)__________________ onions left, so I would like
2)______________________ onions, and also a few carrots. Don’t
buy too 3)__________________ as I won’t be able to use them all.
Sam:Will 4)________________________ kind of onion do, Father?
Father:Buy the red ones. I'd like you to buy 5)________________ fruits.
Sam:Can I buy some pears?
Father:Yes, you can, but don’t buy too 6)_____________________. You
always buy 7)__________________________ of fruits and we can
never eat them all.
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Name:

Date:

More on determiners (2)
Usage

Determiners

used with uncountable nouns, and “much” is
often used with the negative or after “so” or “too”

a little
much
a lot of
some

used with both countable and uncountable
nouns
used in negative sentences or in questions

any

A.Look at the pictures below and underline the correct
words.

Examples

1.There is (a little, a lot of, any) milk in the glass.

I still have a little salt.

2.There is (a little, a lot of, any) food left in the lunch box.

I don’t have much salt left.

3.Put (a little, much, any) pepper in the soup.

I have a lot of salt.

4. I need (a little, a lot of, any) oil to fry all these eggs.
B. Match the sentences with the pictures.

I have some salt.
I don’t have any salt.

C. Circle the correct answers.
1.I do not want too ______ chili in my noodles. It will be too spicy for me.
a) a little

b) any

c) much

2.He has so _________ money that he cannot spend it all in his lifetime.
a) some

b) much

c) a little

3.There isn't __________ water in the bucket.
a) some

b) any

c) a little

4.Sally has spent all her money on books. She doesn't have ________ left.
a) any

b) a little
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c) some

Name:

Date:

d. Fill in the blanks with the words from the box.
Mrs. Chan:
Mrs. Lam:
Mrs. Chan:
Mrs. Lam:

Mrs. Chan:
Mrs. Lam:

Mrs. Chan:
Mrs. Lam:

Hello, Mrs. Lam. What would you like to buy today?
I would like 1)__________________ sugar and
butter, please.
Are you baking again?
Yes, it’s for the fun fair, so I would also need
2)_______________ ﬂour. I am going to bake ﬁfty cakes for
the children to sell.
Fifty cakes! You will need 3)_________________ baking
powder as well.
No, I don’t need too 4)___________________ baking
powder. My friend has given me
5)____________________. By the way, do you have
6)_____________________ salt?
Yes, we do. How 7)___________________ do you want? I
would like only 8)____________________ salt. I don’t need
too 9)_________________ because I still have some at
home.
e. Answer the following questions to check your
understanding of Mrs. Chan and Mrs. Lam's
conversation.

1. Who is going to do some baking?
2. Why is she baking?
3. What cooking ingredients does she need?
Higher-order-thinking question:
f. What would you cook for 50 children and why?
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